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Yth officer addit) 

To date I can confirm the following nominations: 
 
There are two nominations for Chair: Peter Bruce and Keith Melton 
 
There are also one each for the following positions: 
 
Treasurer - Simon Oliver 
VC Political - Steve Mason 
VC Campaigns - Graham Neale 
VC Communications - Laura Sykes 
 
No-one applied for VC Organisation or Youth Officer 
 
The following applied for Ordinary Member 
 
Steve Bolter 
Geoff Harvey 
Pippa Heylings 
Diana Catton 
Ross Benzie 
George Miles 
Jed Marson 
 
As far as I can see, neither Peter or Keith nominated themselves for Ordinary 
Member or any other position. 
 
Some of the nominations were received back in 2019 and I am happy to accept 
these.  
 
If someone is able to double check the RO@greenlibdems.org.uk in case I have 
missed anyone that would be great. 
 
On this basis we have two elections.  
 
For Chair and for Ordinary Members 7 Candidates for 6 places.  
 
Both Chair candidates submitted manifestos before which can carry over however we 
someone will need to extract the statements for ordinary member to submit to your 
membership. Do you have access to the nomination forms so this can be done? 
 
You must also decide if you want to permit the candidates for Chair an additional 
email. As I suggested to Peter this should not come direct from the candidates but 
from the organisation.  
 
Again you need to decide if the candidates are allowed a membership list to contact 
the members themselves. This should not contain the email addresses but can 
include phone numbers if the member has given permission to use this.  
 
You may opt for Candidates not to contact members direct. 
 
I did not receive any requests for postal ballots this time but did receive two in 2019. 
Given that you are now conducting a ballot by email, you should only post ballots to 
members where they have either opted out of email coms or no email has been 
provided.   
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